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Abstract This discussion is about the neglected concepts of trust and social
responsibility on the Internet. I will discuss and explain the concepts and their
implications to people and society. I then address the issue of moral and social
responsibilities of ISPs and web-hosting companies. I argue that ISPs and webhosting companies should aspire to take responsibility for content and that they
should respect and abide by their own terms of conduct.
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1 Introduction
The Internet’s design and raison d’être are complete freedom. The Internet provides
cheap, virtually untraceable, instantaneous, anonymous, and uncensored distribution
that can be easily downloaded and posted in multiple places. The transnational
nature of the World-Wide-Web, its vast content, the fact that it has no central
management or coordination, and that the routing computers do not retain copies of
the packets they handle provide ample opportunities for people to exploit the Net’s
massive potential to enhance partisan interests, some of which are harmful and
antisocial, thus undermining people’s sense of trust in the Net. The Internet is not the
problem. The problem is the relatively small number of people who abuse its
massive potential to harm others.
In the focus of my discussion are the neglected concepts of trust and social
responsibility, adopting them to the Internet realm. I will discuss and explain the
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concepts and their implications. To foster trust, there is a need to cultivate social
responsibility on the Internet. The Concept of Social Responsibility should guide
Net users,1 Net readers, Internet Service Providers (ISPs), states, and the
international community at large. Here, I focus attention on moral and social
responsibilities of ISPs and web-host companies. Should they take effort to monitor
their sites for such information or are they relieved of any responsibility? This is
arguably the most intriguing and complex issue of Net responsibility. I argue that
ISPs and web-hosting companies should aspire to take responsibility for content and
that they should respect and abide by the laws of the countries in which they operate.

2 Trust
The Oxford Dictionary defines trust as “confidence, strong belief, in the goodness,
strength, reliability of something or somebody.”2 Trust is a social phenomenon that
requires acquaintance and some knowledge on part of the person who trusts and the
person or thing that is trusted. It is about transparency and expectations from the
trusted partner. The more transparent are the relationships, the more expectation a
person possesses regarding the level of trust she can have in the relationships. When
transparency is dubious, it is difficult to gain and maintain trust.
Although trust may require a meaningful relationship, it need not require good
will or warm sentiments. I may trust the bank to keep my money safely, but I do not
imagine for a moment that the bank is warmly disposed to me. It is clear that we
have shared interests and that the relationships will continue only as long as we share
the interests. Similarly, when I seek physician’s advice, I may trust the physician’s
professional expertise and integrity even though the cold professional appears to be
indifferent to me as a person (Kohn 2008).
There is considerable uncertainty about how trust in the offline world transfers
into cyberspace and about the trustworthiness of the components of the cyberspace
system. On the one hand, trust is closely connected with a greater level of certainty
or confidence in the reliability and security of the Internet. Thus, it is likely that trust
will be enhanced as a person learns more about the technology. As the technology
becomes familiar, it becomes less intimidating. People who know more about the
Internet may become more trusting of the medium. On the other hand, information
can create uncertainty and contribute to an increased perception of risk.3
Helen Nissenbaum notes that there are specific features of the online world that
bear on the formation and sustenance of trust, which conceal many of the aspects of
character and personality, nature of relationship, and setting that normally function
as triggers of trust or as reasons for deciding to trust. First, the medium allows agents
to cloak or obscure identity. This reduces the number of mutual cues upon which
trust may develop. It may further obscure the nature of mutual relations and suggest
a diminished sense of responsibility to one another. Secondly, online, we are
separated from others in time and space. Personal characteristics like gender, age,
1
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race, socioeconomic status, or occupation can be hidden from us. Thus, we lack cues
that may give evidence of similarity, familiarity, or shared value systems, cues which
mediate in the construction of trust. One may be a 67-year-old man presenting
himself as a 14-year-old girl. We all can assume the looks and characteristics of our
role models when we try to attract the attention of those who we wish to attract.
Thirdly, the settings of online environment are frequently inscrutable in ways that
affect readiness or inclination to trust. Clear social and professional role definitions
are often lacking; duties and responsibilities are less defined and understood. As a
result, we cannot rely on traditional mechanisms for cultivating trust (Nissenbaum
2001: 113–114). In addition, as we often do not see other net users in person, we
miss bodily clues that often help us to consolidate opinion about others: facial
expressions, body movement, gestures, and our general impression of people. Tools
like Skype may help in eliminating this difficulty.
These are obvious obstacles for developing personal relationships online. To secure
some level of trust takes time and human investment. This is the optimistic view.
Pessimists like De Laat argue that establishing trustworthiness is next to impossible and
that any gesture of trust tends to be seen as an “opportunistic and ludicrous move which
will only solicit ridicule instead of esteem.”4 The Internet is such an environment that
we often find it difficult to know who is who and, as the famous cartoon “On the
Internet nobody knows you’re a dog,”5 shape and form are in flux. Neil Barrett puts
rhetorically: “ask yourself quite how much you trust the internet, a system built on
invisible, unknown components, performing unknown functions in an unknown
manner...still happy to shop, bank and flirt online? (Barrett 2005).”
One study suggests that the social connections that people make on the Internet
do not promote trust—indeed, there is some evidence that chat rooms may cause
mistrust in people (Uslaner 2004). However, people exhibit on the Internet thick
trust, thin trust, or no trust, depending on their knowledge, common sense, and
experience. When people wish to obtain information about any phenomena on the
universe, they often go first to the World-Wide-Web. For instance, I exhibit thick
trust when I refer to The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy as a major resource
and refer my students to the Stanford site.6 This trust was initially based on the
reputation of Stanford University, substantiated by reading entries of this
encyclopedia. In turn, thin trust is a qualified, circumscribed, cautious trust. People
usually exhibit this kind of trust in financial affairs, typically when dealing with
strangers. Companies and services try to convince us that it is possible to do business
with them, or through them, fostering a sense of trust. They do this by building a
certain reputation, upholding certain norms, and providing signals that may gain our
assurance. For instance, ebay developed system of rated sellers with compliments
that are designed to develop trust: the seller consistently receives highest buyers’
ratings, ships items quickly, has earned a track record of excellent service, etc.7
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Lastly, most of us do not trust strangers who notify us that out of the blue, we won a
two million prize in a lottery in which we never took part.
Given the number of people posting information on the Net, it is reassuring that
many of us exhibit thick trust when we obtain information from the Net, perceiving
it as fairly reliable. A recent poll asked what is the most reliable source of
information shows that the Internet came first with 37%, while television (17%),
newspapers (16%), and radio (13%) lagging behind (Zogby 2009). While much of
Net information is reliable and most users trust it, those who abuse the Net
undermine users’ confidence. Problems and perceived dangers may be seen as a
failure either of the technical systems or of the system designers and users to take
steps in order to prevent abuse or to reduce the vulnerabilities in the system.8
However, technical measures alone would not suffice to foster trust in the
cyberspace. Transparency and trust will not garner significant economic benefits
for a corporation unless they are backed by a genuine concern for stakeholder
interests (Elia 2009: 150). There is a growing urgency to foster a recognized known
sense of social responsibility on the Net. This kind of transparency is likely to
maintain trust over time. With the advancement of technology at large and
specifically the Internet, responsibility for gaining and maintaining trust in the Net
increasingly falls on those who operate the Net, namely on Internet Service
Providers and web-hosting companies.

3 Social Responsibility
Responsibility is commonly associated with accountability and answerability. The
Concept of Social Responsibility (CSR)9 assumes the following: first, that
autonomous agents have the understanding of the options before them, have access
to evidence required for making judgments about the benefits and hazards of each
option, and able to weigh the relative value of the consequences of their choice. CSR
further assumes that people are not islands to themselves. We live within a
community and have some responsibilities to it. The responsibilities are positive and
negative. That is, we have a responsibility to better the society in which we live and
a responsibility to refrain from acting in a way that knowingly might harm our
community. The responsibility is ethical in nature. CSR’s third assumption is that we
are rewarded by the social framework in which we live, we care about society, would
like to maintain it, and to contribute to it. The contribution is proactive. We take
active steps to do good and to avoid harm (Kaliski 2001; Marshall 1994; Christians
and Nordenstreng 2004; Bunton 1998; Rivers et al. 1980). We care for one another,
communicate with respect, and do not stand idly by while seeing that others might
be in danger. Both the private and the public sector are morally accountable. As
Novak, Trevino, and Nelson argued, adopting social responsibility norms is the right
8
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way to behave (Novak 1996; Trevino and Nelson 1999). Later I will also argue that
social responsibility is vital notwithstanding whether or not it contributes to an
increased sense of trust in the Internet.
CSR carries a special meaning in the context of information and communication
technologies (ICT). ICTs make humanity increasingly accountable, morally
speaking, for the way the world is, will, and should be (Floridi and Sanders
2001). A member of these professions is trained to practice a core skill, requiring
autonomous judgment as well as expertise. ICT professionals have an inviolable
duty to serve the interest of their clients and often some wider social and public
responsibility should be expected. Their work is governed by a set of appropriate
ethics as well as being based on knowledge and skill. Certain standards and
qualifications are expected to be maintained, following an accepted code of practice
that observes wider responsibilities to clients and society.10

4 Responsibility of ISPs and Web Hosting Services
The issue of responsibility of ISPs and host companies is intriguing and complex. I
will elaborate and explore this issue in detail from the ethical and social perspectives.
In depth legal analysis has been provided by others.11 An ISP is a company or other
organization that provides gateway to the Internet, usually for a fee, enabling users to
establish contact with the public network. Many ISPs also provide e-mail service,
storage capacity, proprietary chat rooms, and information regarding news, weather,
banking, or travel. Some offer games to their subscribers. An Internet hosting service
is a service that runs various Internet servers. The host manages the communications
protocols and houses the pages and the related software required to create a website
on the Internet. The host machine often uses the Unix, Windows, Linux, or
Macintosh operating systems, which have the TCP/IP protocols built in (Gralla
2007).
It is one thing to argue that a moderator of a specific site should be held liable for
content on the sites s/he manages. This would seem a fair demand for small sites and
arguably also for large sites. It is another thing to argue that ISPs should be held
liable for content. Those who object the idea of holding ISPs responsible for content
on their servers argue that the Internet is like a telephone carrier. Both provide
communication service. You cannot hold a phone carrier, say Verizon, for using the
10
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phone line to plan a crime. Verizon provides a service, which can be abused. Same—
so it can be argued—is true for Internet providers. On both the phone and the
Internet, we find the basic components of communication: a sender, a message, a
channel, and a receiver. Generally speaking, both also provide opportunity for
feedback.
All this is true. But the Internet is different from the phone in some critical
technological, organizational, and geographical ways that make the comparison
unconvincing. Let me uncover some of the major differences. Firstly, the Internet is
based on a technology that uses connectionless protocols for host to host resource
sharing called packet switching. Packet switching represents a significantly different
communications model. It is based on the ability to place content in digital form,
which means that content can be coded into binary numbers or bits (1 or 0), which is
how computers store information.12 In packet switching, the content of communication is divided into small, well-defined groups of coded data, each with an
identifying numerical address. Anything that can be digitized can be sent as a packet.
It is possible to send an unlimited number of packets over the same circuit with
different addresses. Diffused routers, rather than main switches, became the key to
delivering the packets to the intended destination.13
Secondly, the volume, scope, and variety of data that the sender is able to transmit
over the Internet are much larger than the phone. Over the phone, two or more
people can speak. On the Internet, people can speak, chat, send email, buy
merchandise, gamble, share and transfer files, and post various forms of data. The
Internet presents information in textual, audible, graphical, and video formats,
evoking the appearance and function of print mass media, radio, and television
combined. The Internet is a global system of interconnected computer networks that
interchange data. It is a “network of networks” that consists of millions of private
and public, academic, business, military, and government networks of local to global
scope that are linked by copper wires, fiber-optic cables, wireless connections, and
other technologies.
Thirdly, the lack of centralized control means that it is difficult to prevent any
agency determined to abuse the Internet for its own purposes. There is no phone line
to cut.
Fourthly, unlike the telephone service, the Internet is borderless. The technology
encompasses continents.
Lastly, the flexible, multipurpose nature of the Internet, with its potential to
operate as a set of interpersonal, group, or mass media channels, is a unique
communication system. The Internet provides many more avenues in comparison
12
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with any other form of communication to preserve anonymity and privacy with little
or no cost involved.
Better analogies than the Internet and a phone carrier are those between the
Internet and a large first- and second-hand bookstore, or between the Internet and a
large library. An owner of a bookstore cannot be held responsible for the content of
each and every book in her store. She does not read and inspect all the books.
Similarly, it can be argued, an Internet provider should not be held accountable for
content on its server. But if a bookstore owner is informed that a specific book
contains child pornography, some other illegal material, or material that violates
copyright, and she does not take the book out of the shelves, then the owner may be
held legally responsible for violation of the law. And she is also morally responsible.
Similarly, it can be argued, is the case on the Internet.
Bookstore owners do have discretion about the books they offer for buyers. Many
would like to maintain quiet and tranquil atmosphere in the store. The books,
accordingly, will be for the general readership. Other book owners might opt for
more a rowdy atmosphere. They will entertain books of socially problematic
material. The likely result would be that the general readership would refrain from
attending those bookstores. Those stores would become niche stores, for particular
readers.
In both kinds of store, store owners would like to keep the business going. They
will listen to alerts about the illegality of certain books. Same, it can be argued, with
Internet providers and host companies: provide a notice first, allowing the provider
to make a decision for the consequences to which she might be held liable. If the
provider/host does not act upon the warning, then it will have to face the
consequences. Indeed, on copyrights issues, ISPs are expected to assume
responsibility. They should also assume moral and social responsibility when
violent antisocial activities are taking place on their servers. Most ISPs and webhosting companies would not like their servers to transform into forums in which
people concoct criminal activities.
There are, of course, exceptions. In June 2009, the US Federal Trade Commission
ordered to shut down Pricewert, described as a “rouge” or “black hat” ISP that acted
as a hosting center for many hi-tech criminals. The FTC alleged that Pricewert was
paid to host “child pornography, botnet command and control servers,14 spyware,
viruses, Trojans, phisihing-related sites, illegal online pharmacies, investment and
other web-based scams (Messmer 2009).”15 Pricewert evoked suspicion as its
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domain has changed name servers three times over 5 years, and it was hosted on
nine IP addresses over 5 years.16

5 ISPs and Web-Hosting Rules and Regulations
Most ISPs have rules and regulations by which they abide. Some ISPs offer
guidelines regarding prohibited Internet content and usage, terms for service
cancelation, and even user responsibilities. Obviously, ISPs and web-hosting
companies have the right and the duty to report potentially criminal activities to
the appropriate law enforcement agency. In addition, ISPs may prohibit posting
legally seditious or offensive content. They have the right in their sole discretion to
prescreen, refuse, or move any content that is available via their Service. ISPs and
web-hosting companies reserve the right to terminate service if in their discretion a
client has violated the terms and conditions of the service. The terms and conditions
specify what they perceive to be antisocial activity, not covered by law (child
pornography, terrorism). What this realm includes may vary from one ISP to another.
Some ISPs abhor having racist organizations on board. Others are tolerant and even
supportive of this activity.
America On Line Terms say:
Online conduct should be guided by common sense and basic etiquette. You
will be considered in violation of the Terms of Service if you (or others using
your account) do any of the following: […] Transmit or facilitate distribution
of content that is harmful, abusive, racially or ethnically offensive, vulgar,
sexually explicit, or in a reasonable person’s view, objectionable. Community
standards may vary, but there is no place on the service where hate speech is
tolerated.17
However, if such content is not removed by the ISP, neither it nor its partners
assume any liability. Yahoo! has terms of service that prohibit to “upload, post, email
or otherwise transmit any Content that is unlawful, harmful, threatening, abusive,
harassing, tortious, defamatory, vulgar, obscene, libelous, invasive of another’s
privacy, hateful, or racially, ethnically or otherwise objectionable.”18 Yet, another
American ISP, DataPipe, declares that:
DataPipe will cooperate fully with any criminal investigation into a Customer’s
violation of the Child Protection Act of 1984 concerning child pornography.
Customers are ultimately responsible for the actions of their clients over the
DataPipe network, and will be liable for illegal material posted by their clients.
According to the Child Protection Act, child pornography includes photographs, films, video or any other type of visual presentation that shows a
person who is or is depicted as being under the age of 18 years and is engaged
in or is depicted as engaged in explicit sexual activity, or the dominant
characteristic of which is the depiction, for a sexual purpose, of a sexual organ
16
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or the anal region of a person under the age of 18 years any written material or
visual representation that advocates or counsels sexual activity with a person
under the age of 18 years.19
DataPipe has a Social Responsibility section in which it names their favorite
charities and their commitment to preserve the environment.20 Several ISP
associations have developed different codes concerning, among other things, the
protection of minors.21
Now, the question begs whether ISPs and host companies should be proactive, i.e.
not only cooperate upon receipt of information from various sources but in order to
promote trust among their subscribers, scrutinize their sphere for problematic,
antisocial, and potentially harmful material. They are obviously reluctant for very
practical reason—the costs involved in employing professional staff who will
scrutinize the information. Cynically, they might argue, morality is one thing, but
here, we are talking about money.
In the UK, ISPs have rejected a call by children’s charities to implement the
government’s approved blocklist for images of child sexual abuse, because the list
does not stop anyone who wants to access such material. Warning was raised that
700,000 homes could access websites hosting images of abuse because small ISPs
do not filter their networks. The charities aimed to put pressure on the government to
force them to implement the Internet Watch Foundation’s blocklist, pointing out that
in 2006 ministers said all providers should do so by the end of 2007. But small ISPs
have resisted filtering their networks for several years on economic and principle
grounds. For them, it would mean spending a lot of money on something that they
do not deem absolutely necessary. It should be noted that pedophiles with minimal
technical knowledge are able to circumvent the blocklist. The policy, therefore, has
no impact on their ability to access websites distributing child abuse images. Rather,
the blocklist protects average web users with no interest in such material from
accidental exposure (Williams 2009).

6 Rowdiness
The Red Light District in Amsterdam is one of the most notoriously known
pornographic centers in the world. In it, there are dozens of sex shops offering
merchandise for all human preferences, tastes, and perversions. I went to a few of
them and asked for child pornography. The shop keepers all said that they did not
hold such material. They have thousands of magazines and videos, how did they
know, with such unshaken confidence, that no such material had found its way into
the store? When I stubbornly asked: Are you sure? The response was a suspicious
stare and angry conviction that no child pornography existed in their stores. They
had taken measures to ascertain that such illegal material will not be available to the
general public.
19
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Likewise, there are rowdy websites entertained by rowdy ISPs. Would it be an
exaggerated expectation of them to scrutinize their sites so as to avoid certain illegal
material? At present, the widespread answer in the USA is positive. The issue of
trust seems secondary as the thought is that people who wish to visit rowdy sites do
this. The concern that others might stumble accidently to those sites deems
insignificant. The further question is whether this objection is principled or practical.
Is it because of constitutional First Amendment right, or because of consideration of
cost and traffic volumes? It is possible to find solutions to practical issues. It is far
difficult to convince ardent principled opposition to change their view.
I have said that the Internet may also liken to a large library. In many research
libraries, books known to be problematic for their content are kept in designated
area, under the open eye of an experienced librarian. If someone wishes to read a
book from that section, she has to sign for it and read it in the same room where the
book is kept. This way, the library is balancing between the right to free expression
and flow of information, and societal interests in maintaining peace and order.
People who have library cards can still have access to the information, but they
might be asked questions about their purpose for reading the book, and a record is
kept that they read the book in question. Similar arrangement can be made on the
Net. Some problematic material will have restricted access, and people will have to
sign up for reading it, providing some details about their identity and why they wish
to read this particular piece of information. Thus, certain forms of speech that are
presently shielded under the First Amendment should be in restricted Net areas to
which people should register. If you wish to read a manual as to how to kill your
wife without leaving a trace, you will need to leave verifiable details.22 Similarly,
people interested in recipes for rape drugs, recipes for bombs, and manuals as how to
kill people like Hit Man: A Technical Manual for Independent Contractors (Rice v.
Paladin 1997). I fully realize that the principle of Net neutrality would oppose
registering problematic sites. However, the issue is not the neutrality of the Net but
whether we should be neutral regarding this kind of content. Morally speaking, CSR
speaking, we cannot be neutral regarding such alarming speech (Cohen-Almagor
2011a, 2011b). At the very least, this speech requires some precaution. This
precaution would certainly promote the level of trust in the technology.

7 VampireFreaks.com
Some websites have gained notoriety for serving as hubs and meeting place for
criminals. One of them is VampireFreaks.com, founded in 1999 by a Brooklyn
resident, Jethro Berelson, who names himself “Jet.” The site claims to have
600,000–700,000 members and millions of entrances (Pona 2006; Mandel 2006). On
this site, Jeremy Allan Steinke had met his minor girlfriend. Both were charged with
the triple murder of Marc Richardson, 42, his wife Debra, 48, and their son Jacob,
8 (Robertson 2006). On this site, Eric Fischer, a 23-year-old man, was arrested after
showing up at a cemetery expecting to have sex with a 13-year-old girl he met on
VampireFreaks. It was the second alleged incident in which Fischer used the site to
22
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lure young girls. Fischer had been arrested on rape charges after meeting a 16-yearold girl he had met on the website (Agrell 2006a, b). On this site, three young men
were sentenced for a deliberate fire that destroyed the 105-year-old Minnedosa
United Church, in Minnedosa, Manitoba. One had posted his profile on
VampireFreaks (MacLeod 2006). On this site, a troubled young man, Kimveer Gill,
vented his hostilities before he embarked on a shooting spree in Dowson College,
Montreal that resulted in one dead student and some 20 others injured (CohenAlmagor and Haleva-Amir 2008).
VampireFreaks site rules do not allow people under the age of 13 to use the site. It
prohibits posting of nude photos and “excessively gory/offensive pictures.”23 It does
not allow the exploitation of anyone in a sexual or violent manner; uploading
pornographic or obscene material to the site; engaging in, promoting, or condoning
any type of harmful or illegal activity; spamming and sending sexual messages to
minors.24 Jet said that in the past, he had alerted the police a few times of users
whose profiles were suspicious (Agrell and Cherry 2006). But despite the
abovementioned incidents, Jet does not take any measures to monitor his site. He
is aware of what is going on the site, he has capacity for decision, and yet he chooses
to allow complete freedom. Jet is not acting from ignorance. He fails to take moral
and social responsibility because of whatever reason: overconfidence, unshaken
belief in the First Amendment, laziness, dogmatism, or simply because he wishes to
save money. Trust is not an issue. His assumption is that VampireFreaks subscribers
are oblivious to the dangers. They do not care. Neither does Jet. But social
responsibility is important notwithstanding whether or not it contributes to an
increased sense of trust in the medium.
VampireFreaks.com is a busy site with hundreds of thousands of postings. Some
effort is needed for moderators of such large sites to monitor the heavy traffic. There
are two practical questions: one related to cost; the other related to ability. As for
costs, there is a need to hire services of web experts to devise a research algorithm
for identifying what is regarded as problematic material. The costs can be shared
between the website’s members. This consideration alone is insufficient to relieve
ISPs from their moral and social responsibilities. As for ability, among laypersons, it
is a contested issue whether it is technologically possible to monitor websites,
especially very large and voluminous websites with heavy traffic. The issue is far
less contested among experts. A web expert who worked for Yahoo! in monitoring
Yahoo! groups told me that a small number of experts who specialize in social
networking could devise batches of programs to look for illegal material and remove
it. This expert did this for Yahoo! in its struggle against child pornography.25
Similarly, Marc Rotenberg, President of the Electronic Privacy Information Center,
said that the capability to monitor the Internet is greater than what most people
assume. It is a question of will, not of ability.26 National security organizations have
developed mechanisms to scrutinize large parts of the Internet susceptible to criminal
23
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activity. The University of Florida has created a software tool called ICARUS that
monitors traffic over its network, identifies traffic that appears to be characteristic of
peer-to-peer file sharing, and then suspends network service to the computer
generating the traffic for 30 min. Users may regain network access only if they
complete a 10-min interactive presentation on copyright law (Evans 2004: 498).
Companies like Check Point Enterprise27 and Symantec Gateway Security28 provide
traffic management features with highly developed security-management tools. Allot
Communications provides facilities to manage traffic and produces a fully
integrated, carrier-class platform capable of identifying the traffic flows of individual
subscribers.29 Packeteer tracks link and provides statistics per application—
including peak and average utilization rates (down to one minute), bytes, availability,
utilization, top talkers and listeners, network efficiency, and frames. It monitors use
and performance through proactive alarming and exception reporting or through
comprehensive central reporting tools.30
Thus, it is possible to monitor traffic on large websites. It is a question of will and
of priorities in allocating resources for monitoring. At present, VampireFreaks is not
exceptional in its reluctance to monitor sites and relieve itself of responsibility. Most
ISPs and hosting companies shy away from assuming such responsibility as it is the
easiest and profitable path to pursue. But this attitude may change. It is already
changing in the sphere of child pornography.

8 Child Pornography
In 2008, the USA enacted the Protect Our Children Act, which requires providers of
electronic communications services and remote computing services (“service
providers”) to submit reports of online child pornography to the National Center
for Missing and Exploited Children (“NCMEC”).31 On June 10, 2008, three of the
American major Internet service providers have agreed to block customer access to
newsgroups and websites that offer child pornography. Under the agreement with
Sprint Nextel, Verizon Communications, and Time Warner Cable, which are
expected to hold nationwide, the companies agreed to shut off access to newsgroups
believed to traffic in child pornography and to remove from their servers any
websites offering such images. The targeted sites will be based on a list compiled by
the National Center for Missing and Exploited Children (Whoriskey 2008). The list
comprises only the “most egregious” types of child pornography, especially those
involving young children. Internet providers are required by law (42 USC 13032)32
to report apparent child pornography. Moreover, child pornography is bad for their
business. They do not wish to serve child pornographers or to have the reputation of
27
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helping spread child pornography. One day earlier, French Interior Minister Michele
Alliot-Marie announced that she plans to use the help of Internet Service Providers
to block websites, which disseminate child pornography. From September 2008
onwards, Internet users are able to flag sites that carry child pornography, incitement
to terrorism and racial hatred, or attempted fraud. This real-time information would
help France to draw up a blacklist of sites that disseminated child pornography and
other illegal material, which it would transmit to Internet service providers that have
agreed to block such sites.33 It should be noted that AFA—the French ISP’s
association (Association de Fournisseurs d’Acces et de Services Internet),
established in 1997, has been collaborating with the French law authorities since
1998, on a regular basis.34
More recently, a new service in the aid of fighting child pornography over the
web was launched. This free service enables operators and ISPs to deny their users
access to websites that contain material depicting children’s sexual abuse
(TeliaSonera 2008). And in February 2009, Facebook removed more than 5,500
accounts of convicted sex offenders. This came after MySpace announcement that it
removed more than 90,000 accounts of sex offenders.35
Both MySpace and Facebook, as well as many other online social communities,
have drastically changed their policies to deal with trust and CSR concerns.
MySpace is contributing to about 150 police investigations a month and has initiated
education programs and reporting criteria for its users. In 2006, Facebook has
changed its format to protect sensitive information about its users (Agrell 2006a).
Following Megan Meier’s tragic suicide (Cohen-Almagor 2011b), MySpace issued a
statement saying it “does not tolerate cyberbullying” and was cooperating fully with
the US attorney (Deutsch 2008). This attitude manifests social and moral
responsibility to be encouraged and become commonplace among all Internet
companies.
In January 2008, MySpace and American Attorneys General in the Multi-State
Working Group on Social Networking representing 49 states and the District of
Columbia unveiled a Joint Statement on Key Principles of Social Networking Sites
Safety designed for industry-wide adoption. This common set of Principles relates to
online safety tools, technology, education, and law-enforcement cooperation. The
Joint Statement recognizes that an ongoing industry effort is required to keep up
with the latest technological developments and to find additional ways to protect
teens. The Attorneys General called on other social networking sites and Internet
providers with community features to adopt the Principles and bring their sites up to
par with MySpace in terms of safety. On behalf of MySpace, Chief Security Officer
Hemanshu Nigam, said, “We thank the Attorneys General for a thoughtful and
constructive conversation on Internet safety. This is an industry-wide challenge and
we must all work together to create a safer Internet. The Principles we have adopted
set forth what the industry needs to strive towards to provide a safer online
Reuters, “France to block child pornography websites” (June 10, 2008).
See an English communiqué—http://www.afa-france.com/p_20040113.anglais.html
35
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experience for teens and we look forward to sharing our ongoing safety innovations
with other companies.”36 The Principles of Social Networking fall into four
categories:
&

&

&

&

Site Design and Functionality. The Principles incorporate various safety
initiatives. Examples of safety features MySpace has in place include reviewing
every image and video uploaded to the site, reviewing the content of Groups,
making the profiles of 14 and 15-year-old users automatically private and
protecting them from being contacted by adults that they do not already know in
the physical world, and deleting registered sex offenders from MySpace.
MySpace is said to strive to implement further improvements, including
defaulting 16- and 17-year-old users’ profiles to private and strengthening the
technology that enforces the site’s minimum age of 14.
Education and Tools for Parents, Educators, and Children. The Principles
acknowledge that MySpace has already been devoting meaningful resources to
Internet safety education including a new online safety public service
announcement targeted at parents and free parental software that is under
development. MySpace is said to explore the establishment of a children’s email
registry that will empower parents to prevent their children from having access to
MySpace or any other social networking site. In addition, under the Principles
MySpace increases its communications with consumers who report a complaint
about inappropriate content or activity on the site.
Law Enforcement Cooperation. The Attorneys General view MySpace’s
cooperation with law enforcement, which includes a 24-h hotline, to be a model
for the industry. The parties continue to work together to enhance the ability of
law enforcement officials to investigate and prosecute Internet crimes.
Online Safety Task Force. As part of the Principles, MySpace organized, with the
support of the Attorneys General, an industry-wide Internet Safety Technical Task
Force to develop online safety tools, including a review of identity authentication
tools. While existing age verification and identity products are not an effective safety
tool for social networking sites, the Task Force explored all new technologies that
can help make users safe and secure including age verification. The Task Force
included Internet businesses, identity authentication experts, nonprofit organizations, academics, and technology companies. The Task Force submitted its Final
Report to the Attorneys General in December 2008 (Berkman Center for Internet
and Society 2008).

9 Conclusion
The Internet is a vast ocean of knowledge, data, ideologies, and propaganda. It is
ubiquitous, interactive, fast, and decentralized. The ease of access to the Internet,
its low cost and speed, its chaotic structure (or lack of structure), the anonymity
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which individuals and groups may enjoy, and the international character of the
world-wide-web furnish all kinds of individuals and organizations an easy and
effective arena for their partisan interests. The Internet contains some of the best
products of humanity, and some of the worst ones. It serves the positive and
negative elements in society.
The Internet’s short history provides us a crash course in understanding why a
balanced approach is needed to address and resolve conflicting freedoms. Here, I
would like to invoke Aristotle’s Rule of the Golden Mean that for every polarity,
there is a mean which when practiced are good benchmarks for a life of moderation.
The more we see the golden mean in each polarity, the better we find the true
benchmarks of a life of wellness.37 People have the freedom to express themselves,
within reason. Two underpinning principles, in the heart of liberal democracy, are
respect for others and not harming others. We should strive to uphold them also on
the Internet.
In this essay, I stressed the concepts of trust and social responsibility. As more
public information, commerce, and social life involve online interactions, the
Internet has become an indispensible part of our lives. Behaving in a trustworthy
way and trusting others as a way to express respect for others as moral beings
constitute ethical behavior (Myskja 2008: 219). So does acting responsibly.
Luciano Floridi envisages a steady increase in agents’ responsibilities (Floridi
2007). I hope he is correct in his observation. We can reasonably expect people to
know the difference between good and evil and then to act accordingly. ISPs
should continue to develop and embrace initiatives designed to protect users,
especially children. These include technological tools as well as educational
campaigns. They should carefully balance reasonable expectations of customer
privacy with the need to ensure a safe and secure online environment. Industry
should give due weight to societal considerations that may be essential to promote
trust of people in it and to prevent abuse. There is a need to assure a certain
security level on the Internet, like in any other industry. A senior security officer
suggested that Internet providers should have integrity teams, instructing providers
to take off inappropriate content.38 Technical solutions can be engineered if all
involved parties recognize the problem and cooperate to overcome it. With them,
awareness of and adherence to basic CSR with its vital ethical implications will
assure a certain security level on the Internet, like in any other industry.
I suggest publishing overviews and reports on a regular basis; exchanging
information to enhance the effectiveness of ISPs-State cooperation; lobbying for
international awareness about the harms and abuse of technology; helping support
groups and institutions that want to set up tip-lines, and advancing our knowledge of
social networking and the psychology of people who use the Internet for various
purposes. Clearly, there is a lot to learn about Net human behavior and what can be
done to increase trust and social responsibility of all parties concerned.
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Aristotle (2008). See also Adkins (1984); Kraut (2002).
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